STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
CONSERVATION DIVISION - Plugging Section
130 S. Market, Room 2078
Wichita, Kansas 67202

RECEIVED
KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION

OCT 18 1994
10-18-94
CONSERVATION DIVISION
WICHITA, KS

API NUMBER: 15-173-20,497-0-0-0
D-22,187

NW SE SE , SECTION 9 TOWNSHIP 28 RANGE 2E

OPERATOR LICENSE # 3095

OPERATOR PRAIRIE STATE PETROLEUM

NAME & P O BOX 305

ADDRESS LEON KS 67074

FEET FROM S SECTION LINE
990

FEET FROM E SECTION LINE
990

LEASE NAME: MOLLETT #4

COUNTY: SEDGWICK

WELL TOTAL DEPTH: 3380' 109.8'

PIPE: 4-1/2" @ 3380'

SURFACE CASING: 8-5/8" @ 220'

ABANDONED OIL WELL ______ GAS WELL ______ INPUT WELL ______ SWD X D&A ______

OTHER WELLS AS HEREAFTER INDICATED:

PLUGGING CONTRACTOR: CLARKE CORPORATION

ADDRESS: 107 W FOWLER MEDICINE LODGE KS 67104 LICENSE: 5705

COMPANY TO PLUG AT: HOUR: 11:00 DAY: 12 MONTH: 10 YR: 1994

PLUGGING PROPOSAL RECEIVED FROM: DIST 2

COMPANY NAME: UNITED CEMENTING PHONE: 316-321-4680

WERE: SAND BACK & SPOT 4 SX CMT @ 3340' - SHOOT 4-1/2" CSG @ 2100' - PULL CSG TO 276' & CIRC CMT TO SURF - PULL CSG OUT OF HOLE & TOP OFF W/CMT

PLUGGING PROPOSAL RECEIVED BY: JEFF SLETTO

PLUGGING OPERATIONS ATTENDED BY AGENT? ALL ( ) PART ( X ) NONE ( )

COMPLETED: HOUR: 13:00 DAY: 12 MONTH: 10 YEAR: 1994

ACTUAL PLUGGING REPORT:
Sanded back & spotted 4 sx cmt @ 3340' - shot 4-1/2" csg @ 2100' - pulled csg to 270' & circ cmt to surf - pulled csg out of hole & topped off w/ cement

REMARKS: UNITED #1873 120 SX CMT 60/40 POZ 4% GEL

I DID OBSERVE THIS PLUGGING.

INVOICED

DATE 10-28-94

NV. NO. 41537